Restrooms air purifiers

Zero bacteria and get rid bad smells in your restroom on a Green way

The Ultimate in Restrooms.
Veltia CleanAir purifiers utilize a science that treats the air by
patrolling against unpleasant odours, bacteria and even allergens
as they float around us. Endorsed by the British Allergy Foundation, the unique yet discreet device is virtually unnoticeable, but
its effect is extraordinary. The result is fresher, cleaner air that
enhounces people experience, for the world’s freshest restrooms.
There is an all-in-1 indoor air freshness solution that works 24
hours a day, 7 days a week; a solution that makes a huge difference in air quality, but that is so small and silent you barely
know it is there.

It’s called Veltia Cleanair.
What is Veltia Cleanair?
Is an air purifier with multiple applications. Using the technology of electrostatics it provides a long-term solution for odour
removal and air freshening, improving indoor air quality and
helping people breathe more easily. It works by gently releasing
microscopic particles called Liquid-ions. They float around on
the air currents, attracting airborne particulates and removing
them from the air. It actually improves indoor air quality, the
air feel fresh and clean.
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Veltia CleanAir Benefits
Are safe, trusted by users and endorsed by the British Allergy
Foundation.
Are completely silent.
Inexpensive to use.
Do not release ozone.
Do not use propellants or aerosols (Aerosols will be banned
from 2013)
No more allergies. Green.
Are small and compact (21cm x 4cm x 4 cm in size)
Are battery operated (do not need to be plugged in)
Cleans the air in whole room –not just near the air purifier unit.
Is available in a Pure Allerg (Fragance free)variety
Provides a long –lasting odour-removal solution.

Why choose Veltia CleanAir?
Choose Veltia CleanAir to improve the indoor air quality.
Does not leave aerosol residue on surfaces.
Does not spray noisily and unexpected.
It has been awarder the Allergy UK Seal of Approval for its ability to reduce dust mite.
Original tests were conducted in a 17m3 chamber but later tests
have demonstrated a single unit, can fragrance a room up
152m3 in size.Veltia Clean Air technology has been tested and
verified by independent scientific bodies.
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